
TORIC CODE Kitaev 19971

Encode 2 qubits in N qubits N 2mi

dimHtc E dimCHI2N
Corrects against n for e guGit errors

Has highest known error threshold

Conceptually simple
Leads to notion of topological quantum computing

build quantum computer out of a material
which automatically naturally error corrects

To describe do not think of quantum
circuit diagram but rather of an

arrangement of qubits in space
a Imagine an nxn square lattice of points
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identify opposite sides of square
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surface of donut torus

put 1 qubit on each edge of lattice
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total no qubits 2n

From now on we just write lattice
with understanding that qubits are
located on the edges

Label each edge by an index lE l 253



So the ett qubit Hilbert space has basis
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Now want to define a set of enorsymdroun

operators Fu Va Par
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Label the vertices by a b C91 n
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Ze Z gate acting on e't qubit
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Plaquetteoperata
Call each squaremade by4 edges a face

of the lattice and label by na I E C I ji
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is an edge of face on

Then
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where Xe Pauli X gate acting on l'Igubit
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i Pai eigenstate

Path T 11 tf Iti

Pafa I 1 Ira T l

on each face

Vertex a Playuette operator commute

Va Pg o ta VI

If vertex a a face b

have no edge in common then obvious

If they share an edge then must
share exactly 2 edges

715sharededges

In this case

Va Pe a Ze2ezkqkif 2e 2e.la eiXe.XezZe.Eez
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L Xe.EE tXeaZea Xe.Ze.XezZa O.V

Since all Fu E E Va Par commute

there is an orthonormal basis of simultaneous
eigenstates of all Fu

There are 2a2 qubits 22 dime state space

There are

C 1 uh 2h2 2

independent EntdaPa operators

22h different possible patterns

f Il eigenvalues of Fw

simultaueovseiyuspaces 22 diueusiou.clT
Thus Fu error syndrome for 2 qubits
encoded in 2h2 qubits

Theeodesobspace
e The subspace w all Va Pan 1
is 4 dimensional Call this Hu



code subspace
What is an orthonormal basis

Va I Ha even of edges

at each vertex i e
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the red edges form closed loops
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This flipping operation doesn't change
the parity even or odd of the
number of red edges interacting
any line along the X or the y axis
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So 4 code state

I h hy 10011012,1102 l iz
Exercise show that they are orthogonal



So our 2 qubit code space is spanned by
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Errorcorrectionalook
first at Xe Ze errors

then at general errors

terrors

Measure Va's get Va 1 on vertices



at ends of strings of X errors
a

t

This is because Va IT e
tea

Zeke XeZe
So if an odd number of Xe's act
for tea then

Va Xd142 Hye Va142 4461142

So any configuration of X error strings with
endpoints is detectable by measuring the
Va s

Correct these errors by then acting
with Xe's on ayy string of edges
connecting the Uaa 1 vertices E.g
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This works since any closed path
of Xe's acts as the identity on

the code space e.g

FI

To see this look at any given
computational basis state contributing
to 1452 e

eY

Then closed sting of Xe's achy gives

Hell oh

which is just another term in 14h sika



it gives another configuration with
a closed string of ID Cor edges

But this argument breaks down if the
closed sting of Xe's stretches
across the whole nxn square of
qubits i.e wraps around a cycle
of the torus e g

a

changed logical et

Thus we cannot correct for X errors

if there are somanyof them that they
form a string around either or Goth

cycles of the torus But we need at
minimum n such errors to comp
the torus so weo.am

ectiuthiswayuptonXerrors



Z errors th.is is very similar to
the X errors Mark an edge where
a 2 error occurs by 1 i.e by
drawing a purple interval bisecting it

perpendicularly E.g

ee iE.in
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Measure Pa's get Pan 1 on faces

at ends ofpurple strings of Z errors

t t

then

Pra ET 142 IT Pal42 Ezell42
Correct these errors by acting with any Ze's
to close the purple paths



Mtn 1

Where the last equality follows6g a similar
argument as fur cloud loops of X errors

Again this doesn't work if the loopof 2errors
stretches around one or both cycles of the torus

noise
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So again cancoorrectfwallvptoneE err.rs

Kerrie Exactly as with discussion of
Skov's code since YE i Xe7e we

can correct for Xe a Ze errors independently

we automatically correct for up to n Ye errors



Ekerrory General errors are giveby
error operators Ebe a Itb XtcYtdZ
By same argument as in Shin's code if
our code connects fu 6,4 Z errors it

also automatically corrects fu Eu errors

n

Above did not depend on having a square
lattice It works just as well for
any 2 dimensional graph of qubits i e

for any arrangement of qubits on a

surface e.g
Zsdurface
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G Poi faces

Va vertices

quite edges

And codesubspace w Pan_Va 11 Ha
encodes 2g qubits where



g genus of surface is
of handles

Only depends on topology of S

TOPOLOGICAL QUANTUM

COMPUTING

Idea 1 realize the large set of encoding
qubits as the states of a

macroscopic material

E g all the 2n N qubits of the
toric codemight be electron spin
states on the surface of a
metal in the shape of a donut

Even if it is macroscopic so

N go
20

it would still only encode 2 codequbits

Ideate Arrange the interaction energy



among the N encoding qubits
so that noise is automatically
suppressed i e you pay a large
energy cost to add 1qubit noise
to the system

E.ge Here is a Hamiltonian energy
function for the tonic code
encoding qubits which does the

job

H E I Va 2Pa
acvertices ofCfaces

Since the eigenvalues y Va Pe are

all 11 and they all commote

the possible eigen energies of H am

E Eo tent EM

Clearly the lowest energy estates

are those with Va Pa t l ta a



w energy E 2u2Eo

Note that these skates are the toric
code subspace so they are precisely

the A din't space with basis

1002,1012 1102 l in

Flipping a qubit to make some

Va Os Par I costs an

energy Eo so if Eo can

be made large enough noise

will be automatically suppressed

Physically the probability of a transition costing
an energy Eo is typically suppressed by an

given fo noise in such a system can be

exponentially Srrpressed by making the

temperature small enough



Note that the Hamiltonian is loyal
on the lattice ofencoding qubits because
Pan and Va are products of operators acting
on nearest neighbor qubits This is typical
of actual materials and gives some hope
that such a system can be realized

Insensitivitytothedetaiedinteractions

Claim If you perturb the Hamiltonian

by any local operator

H He SH
SH Oa E with Ela fo

then
Ground states 14423 remain

degenerate to exponential accuracy

still have finite energy gap Eo

protecting against local noise

Reagon From analysis of toriccode know we need
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SO for macroscopic systems the codesubspace
remains effectively degenerate

This means we don't need to exquisitely
engineer our topological computermaterial it

just has to be close enough This gives
hope that such materials might actually
exist in nature

In fact they do Since around 1990
it was realized that certain state of
matter have this kind ofproperty They are
known as topologicalphases ofmatter

The best known example are simply
the surface electron states of a metal

of these materials By now many
different examples of topologicalphases are known



So there are materials that automatically
protect codequbits from noise But how
do we do computations with them Ie

what are the analog of quantum gates
and circuits for such materials

dea3_ Use noise as a computational resource

In there topological phases thegap
the high energy price Eo that one pays to
excite the system above its ground states
can be used as a tool to control the specific
state of the code subspace the 4 dimensional

subspace of groundskates in the tonic code case

Consider an energy eigenstate in which

Vao I for one vertex ao and otherwise

Va Pan 11 for all the other vettices
and all the faces This is a state

localized rat vertex a with energy 2 fo
above the ground state We can think

of this as a Vparticle at a

Physicists often call suchStatesof localized
energy quasi particles



According to our topological Hamiltonian

H Eo E Va t Pi

the energy of the Vparticle does not
depend on its location Ao So once we

have expended energy 2Eo to create it it
costs almost no energy to move it around

Consider now adding localizedEnergy to flip
a single qubit 142 Xel42
edge e e

on which 2,9
Vettices forwhich

X acts I i Va 1

This has the effect of creating two neighboring
V particles as shown above recall the
discussionof X noise earlier thus costing

energy 4Eo

We can now move the two V particles
at will along some path

at no cost in energy If we bring
them back together we can cancel



them gainingback energy 4Eo and

leaving the original state 14 u

changed 6g a closedpath of spin flip
But as we showed earlier this does
not change 14 u

a

tithe
as long as the closedpath of spin flips
does not wrap one or both cycles of
the torus

thxay iffy laxtol ugh

Thus pair creating V particles moving
one of them around a cycle then

annihilating them acts as a gate
transforming the logical qubits

We can also make a 142 Zelek
phase flip This creates two neighboring

P particles localized States where

Pao l for a face Go Again moving



one F particle around a cycle of the
torus a annihilating it gives a phase
transformation of 14 u

Similarly a 142 Ye144 XeZel
create a pair of PV particles
a bound state of a P a V particle

For topological matter realizing the
toric code these are all the independent

excitations at our disposal so we can

only make gates by pair creaky BY a PV

particles moving them around then
annihilating them

It turns out that the set of 2 qubit
gates one obtains in this way is not
rich enough to permit general quantum
computations Essentially the problem
is that moving any of these particles
along a path looping around another
particle braiding the particle paths
all we can get are simple phases

braid

Eg Eh eiGk E Ej
where Ej Ed P V a PV are the



different possible excitations

In the case of the tonic code
P V PV

eion III
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To be able to use the excitations of a
topological phase to construct general
quantum gates it turns out that
one needs the excitations to satisfy
more general non abelian 6 raid
statistics 99

Eg Ea
ids BYE Ee En

for some complex matrix Bljk
with non zero entries whelk
m7 t kj

Metals at very low temperatures high magnetic fields
and subject to an external electricpotential arch that
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